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CITRA SOLV 100
Non-Chlorinated Biodegradable Safety Solvent
General Description
CITRA SOLV 100 was made especially for generator and electrical motor cleaning and degreasing.  CITRA
SOLV 100  is formulated with natural citrus oils that has a high evaporation rate and will not leave a residual
film.   CITRA SOLV 100 will have no deleterious effect on wiring, metal, or plastic. 

CITRA SOLV 100 full strength, low-residue formula goes to work immediately on tough cleaning jobs
where water rinsing is not needed or desired.  With a dielectric strength of 48,000 volts, CITRA SOLV 100
safely cleans electric motors. When used properly, CITRA SOLV 100 will not allow metal parts to oxidize
during processing. Because it is so potent, it cuts down on the amount you use and time spent scrubbing.
CITRA SOLV 100 cleaner is biodegradable, non-toxic, non-corrosive and free of petroleum distillates and
chlorinated solvents. It provides the highest level of cleaning strength, and it is safe for workers and the
environment. It is a cost effective alternative to dangerous and environmentally unfriendly cleaners.  CITRA
SOLV 100 may be used on grease, oil, hydrocarbons, paraffins and resins.  It is nonflammable, non-corrosive
and non-conductive;  it is self-evaporating at ambient temperatures and it does not leave a residue.

Application
Apply as a spray or a wipe.  Spray undiluted on all parts for best results.  CITRA SOLV 100 may be diluted
with kerosene, diesel or other high flash solvents for economy in general degreasing of equipment.

Physical Properties
Specific Gravity .80 - .85
Dielectric Strength 48,000 volts
KB Value 62
Boiling Point > 160o F
Flash Point > 110o F

Availability
CITRA SOLV 100 is available in UN approved 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon drums and bulk quantities.

Handling
Observe warning label on containers.  Normal precautions for industrial chemicals apply.  The major
component of CITRA SOLV 100 is approved by the FDA as a food additive and is included in the
"Generally Regarded as Safe" or GRAS list under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1958.


